Accurate and reliable vehicle velocity estimation is greatly motivated by the increasing demands of high-precision motion control for autonomous vehicles and the decreasing cost of the required multi-axis IMU sensors. A practical estimation method for the longitudinal and lateral velocities of electric vehicles is proposed. Two reliable driving empirical judgements about the velocities are extracted from the signals of the ordinary onboard vehicle sensors, which correct the integral errors of the corresponding kinematic equations on a long timescale. Meanwhile, the additive biases of the measured accelerations are estimated recursively by comparing the integral of the measured accelerations with the difference of the estimated velocities between the adjacent strong empirical correction instants, which further compensates the kinematic integral error on short timescale. The algorithm is verified by both the CarSim-Simulink co-simulation and the controller-in-the-loop test under the CarMaker-RoadBox environment. The results show that the velocities can be accurately and reliably estimated under a wide range of driving conditions without prior knowledge of the tire-model and other unavailable signals or frequently changeable model parameters. The relative estimation error of the longitudinal velocity and the absolute estimation error of the lateral velocity are kept within 2% and 0.5 km/h, respectively.
Introduction
The increasing demands for high precision motion control of autonomous vehicles has led to an urgent need for accurate and reliable vehicle state estimation, and the decreasing cost of high precision sensors, for instance, multi-axis inertial measurement units (IMUs), also motivates this effort [1] . Although accurate and reliable velocity estimation is a general research issue for all kinds of vehicles, it is particularly attractive for electric vehicles. Since the motors have more accurate and rapid torque response than internal-combustion engines, the electrification of vehicles has greatly improved the performance potential of the vehicle control systems, including the energy management systems [2] , the regenerative braking systems [3] , the anti-slip control systems [4] , etc. These advanced vehicle control systems depend deeply on accurate and reliable feedback of the vehicle velocity. The topic of vehicle state estimation is traditional, but never out of date, as some of the main difficulties are still haunting the whole vehicular industry [5] . Theoretically, when a vehicle is mounted with a 6-axis IMU, such as GPS. Based on the available sensor signals, some reliable empirical judgments about the vehicle velocities can be extracted. The core innovative idea is to use these empirical judgments to correct the vehicle velocities that are obtained by the kinematic integral of the IMU signals on a long timescale. Meanwhile, the additive biases of the measured accelerations can be estimated recursively by comparing the integral of the measured accelerations with the difference of the estimated velocities between the adjacent strong empirical correction time instants. Owing to the recursively compensated biases, the integral error of the kinematics equations can be further restrained on a short timescale. To sum up, by taking full advantage of the reliable empirical judgments about the vehicle velocities, we attempt to correct the integral error of the thoroughly kinematic-based vehicle velocities estimation results on both long and short timescales. The main advantages of the proposed estimation algorithm are listed as follows:
(1) The algorithm is neither tire-model-based nor GPS-dependent, and it does not involve any other model parameters such as the inertia parameters, the mass centroid location, and the road adhesion conditions, etc. (2) The algorithm is applicable for a wide range of driving conditions, since the kinematics equations are independent of the driving maneuvers, and the empirical judgement about the velocities also widely holds.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the estimation problem and the overall scheme. Section 3 introduces the estimation algorithms in detail. In Section 4, simulation tests are carried out to verify the algorithm. In Section 5, the controller-in-the-loop test is carried out to verify the algorithm under real time condition. Section 6 concludes this paper.
Problem Description and the Overall Scheme
This paper attempts to provide a complete and practical estimation solution for the longitudinal and lateral velocities with the multi-axis IMU and other ordinary on-board vehicle sensors. The velocities at the mounting point of the IMU in its body-fixed coordinate system are the reference estimation targets. The ordinary on-board vehicle sensors include the wheel speed encoders and the angular sensor of the steering wheel. The multi-axis IMU is the key sensor that makes the non-tire-model-based vehicle velocities estimation possible. It is integrated by a 3-axis accelerometer, a 3-axis gyroscope, and a 3-axis magnetometer, which measures the 3-dimensional accelerations, angular speeds, and attitude angles respectively. Figure 1 and Table 1 demonstrates an example of the integrated multi-axis IMU chip and its key technical indexes respectively, which costs about $15 US.
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Calculation of the Trigger Factors for Bias Estimation

Recursive Estimation of the Acceleration Biases
Kinematics Equations of the Velocities' Varying Rates
Driving Empirical Correction for the Velocities
Estimation Algorithm for the Velocities
The Kinematics Integral Equations
Nominate the Euler yaw angle, pitch angle and roll angle of the sprung-mass as ψ, θ, φ respectively. Three rotation transformation matrices are noted as:
The measured accelerations can be represented as:
whereˆ a i,IMU are the measured accelerations of the IMU. a i,O are the theoretical accelerations at the measuring point without the influence of gravity. g i are the components of the acceleration of gravity, b i and w i represent the biases and noises of the sensor, respectively. In Equation (2), g i can be deduced as:
According to the kinematics equation of the rigid body, the theoretical accelerations at the measuring point is described as:
where p, q, r are roll rate, pitch rate, and yaw rate of the body respectively. u, v, w are the longitudinal, lateral and vertical velocities respectively.
Combining (2)-(4), we have:
By ignoring the vertical vibration of the vehicle, according to Equation (5), we have:
Thus, the estimated varying rates of the longitudinal and lateral velocities at the measuring point can be formulated as:
Energies 2019, 12, 1242 6 of 24 Equation (7) is a kinematics-based equation, and it does not rely on any vehicle or tire-model parameters. Theoretically, the vehicle velocities can be directly estimated by the integral of Equation (7) . However, this method is critically restricted due to the existence of the unknown biases and noises of the measured acceleration, which generates unacceptable accumulative kinematics integral error. This involves the DEC on long timescale and the ABE on short timescale, which act as the core innovative algorithms for improving the estimation accuracy of the velocities in this paper.
The Estimation of the Euler Angles
It should be noted that as the measured accelerations are coupled with the attitude angles due to the existence of gravity, the components of gravity acceleration should be isolated from the measured acceleration signals in Equation (7), which involves the real-time estimation of the Euler pitch and roll angles. Owing to the use of the multi-axis IMU exemplified in Figure 1 , the Euler angles can be estimated by fusing the attitude angles measured by the 3-axis magnetometer and the angular speeds measured by the 3-axis gyroscope, and the fusion algorithms are commonly Kalman-filter-based. The discretized Euler angle estimation system including the state transition equation and the observation equation are listed as follows:
where x(k) is the state vector to be estimated, u(k) is the input vector measured by the gyroscopes, z(k) is the observation vector measured by the magnetometer, w(k) and v(k) denotes the noise of the state transition equation and the observation equation respectively, T s is the communication period of the estimator, normally T s = 20 ms. B(x(k)) is the time-varying input matrix related to the state vector itself, which is given as:
Equation (8) defines a discrete linear time-varying estimation system with a unit system matrix (A = I) and output matrix (C = I). For such special estimation system, the Kalman filtering estimation algorithm is described as follows: where Q and R denote the covariance matrixes of the measured angular velocities and the attitude angles, respectively, which can be set according to the error indexes of the IMU shown in Table 1 . Typically, the fusion estimation algorithm of the gyroscopes and the magnetometers given by Equation (10) is embedded in the kernel microprocessor chip shown in Figure 1 . Therefore, in Equation (7), the eventually output Euler pitch and roll angles of the IMU chip are the fusion results of all the directly measured angles and angular speeds. The accuracy of the output Euler angles can generally reach 0.05 deg and 0.1 deg under static and dynamic conditions, respectively, as shown in Table 1 . Thus, the estimation of the Euler angles is not performed in the vehicle state estimator of the vehicle control unit (VCU). The reliable and accurate attitude output of the multi-axis IMU is one of the significant premises that makes the kinematics-based estimation algorithm realizable.
Driving Empirical Judgements
Apart from the kinematics equations given by (7) , some practical reliable judgments about the longitudinal and lateral vehicle velocities can be extracted directly from the ordinary measured signals such as the wheel speeds, the steering wheel angle and the yaw rate under particular conditions. These empirical judgements can be wisely used to correct the accumulative errors introduced by the direct integral of the measured accelerations in both long and short timescales. Two empirical judgements about the longitudinal and lateral velocities are summarized as follows:
Experience 1: When the wheel speeds are basically the same, at the instant when the average varying rates of the speeds crosses zero, the vehicle is generally at the critical point between driving and braking. At this moment, the slip ratio of the tire is approximately zero, and the longitudinal vehicle velocity can be estimated with enough accuracy as the product of the average wheel speed and the effective rolling radius.
Experience 2: When the angle of the steering wheel and the yaw rate remain around zero for a considerable range of time, the vehicle is generally driving straight in the longitudinal direction. During this situation, the lateral vehicle velocity can reliably be estimated as zero.
Driving Empirical Correction
Based on the Experiences 1 and 2, the DEC method is proposed to correct the accumulative errors introduced by the direct integral of the measured accelerations at appropriate time instants on long timescale.
DEC for the Longitudinal Velocity
According to Experience 1, the empirical wheel-speed-based correction of the longitudinal velocity is proposed as follows:
where R eff is the effective rolling radius, ω is the average wheel speed, W x is the weighting factor for fusing Experience 1 with the longitudinal kinematics integral equation, which is calculated as:
where ε ω , ε d are the relative variance scales of the wheel speeds and their average varying rates respectively, smaller ε ω and ε d indicate stricter judgement condition for Experience 1, ω i are the Energies 2019, 12, 1242 8 of 24 measured wheel speeds, and the average wheel speed ω and the their average varying rate d ω are calculated as follows:
In summary, according to Equation (11), when the wheel speeds are close to each other and their average variation rate is small, W x approaches 1, and the estimated longitudinal velocity relies mostly on the average wheel speed. On the contrary, when W x approaches 0, and the estimated longitudinal velocity relies mainly on the kinematic integral of the estimated varying rates of the longitudinal velocity given by Equation (7) . Figure 3 demonstrates the varying characteristic of W x with the varying longitudinal velocity. By appropriately choosing small parameters ε ω and ε d , it can be imagined that Equation (11) performs necessary and reliable correction for the integral error of the longitudinal velocity on long timescale at the critical point between driving and braking.
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DEC for the Lateral Velocity
According to Experience 2, the empirical straight-driving-based correction of the lateral velocity is proposed as follows:
where Wy is the weighting factor for fusing Experience 2 with the lateral kinematic integral equation, which is calculated as:
is a scale value used to measure the time range of the empirical straight-driving. ty is a timer used to record the continuous empirical straight-driving time, it can be accumulated or reset according to the steering wheel angle and the yaw rate, given as:
where is the measured steering wheel angle, rth and δw,th are small threshold values. In summary, according to Equation (14), when the measured steering wheel angle and the yaw rate maintain around zero for a considerable range of time, Wy approaches 0, and the estimated lateral velocity will be driven to zero rapidly. On the contrary, Wy maintains at 1, and the estimated lateral velocity relies mainly on the kinematic integral of the estimated varying rates of the lateral velocity given by Equation (7). 
According to Experience 2, the empirical straight-driving-based correction of the lateral velocity is proposed as follows:v
where W y is the weighting factor for fusing Experience 2 with the lateral kinematic integral equation, which is calculated as:
where ε y is a scale value used to measure the time range of the empirical straight-driving. t y is a timer used to record the continuous empirical straight-driving time, it can be accumulated or reset according to the steering wheel angle and the yaw rate, given as:
where δ w is the measured steering wheel angle, r th and δ w,th are small threshold values.
In summary, according to Equation (14), when the measured steering wheel angle and the yaw rate maintain around zero for a considerable range of time, W y approaches 0, and the estimated lateral velocity will be driven to zero rapidly. On the contrary, W y maintains at 1, and the estimated lateral velocity relies mainly on the kinematic integral of the estimated varying rates of the lateral velocity given by Equation (7).
Energies 2019, 12, 1242 9 of 24 Figure 4 demonstrates the varying characteristic of W y with the varying lateral velocity. By choosing small parameters ε y , r th and δ w,th appropriately, it can be imagined that Equation (14) performs necessary and reliable correction for the integral error of the lateral velocities on long timescale when the vehicle is driving straightly. timer used to record the continuous empirical straight-driving time, it can be accumulated or reset according to the steering wheel angle and the yaw rate, given as:
Acceleration Bias Estimation
As described by Equations (11) and (14), the DEC methods generate accurate and reliable corrections for the estimated velocities when the driving experiences are satisfied occasionally on long timescale. However, in most time intervals, the estimation accuracy depends mainly on the kinematic integral errors of Equation (7), which is critically influenced by the unknown biases of the measured accelerations, namely b x and b y . Fortunately, by comparing the integral of the measured accelerations with the difference of the estimated velocities between the adjacent strong empirical correction time instants, the recursive estimation of the accelerations' biases can be realized. With the recursively updated biases, Equation (7) can generate more accurate estimation of the velocity varying rates, which in turn improves the accuracy of the integral estimation of the velocities on short timescale.
Estimation of the Longitudinal Acceleration Bias
According to Equations (11)-(13), every time when W x approaches 1, the longitudinal velocity can be well estimated by the average wheel speed. Thus, the difference of the longitudinal velocity between the adjacent strong DEC points t x0 ,t xf when W x approaches 1 can be easily calculated. Meanwhile, the integral of the estimated varying rate of the longitudinal velocity within the same time interval [t x0 ,t xf ] can also be recorded by the estimator. We can use the difference between them to estimate the bias of the measured longitudinal acceleration recursively. The algorithm is deduced as follows:
where:
The trigger condition for activating a new round of recursive estimation of b x is designed as:
where ε x,th is a small positive threshold value, t x,int is the current timer value which records the time range since the last time when the estimator of b x was triggered, t x,th represents the least effective integral time range for getting rid of the influence of the longitudinal measuring noise. The trigger condition (20) for the recursive estimation of b x is further demonstrated by Figure 5 . When Cx = 0, the timer of tx,int works, and the integral part of Equation (18), noted as ub,0f, accumulates. The estimated bias remains the same. The algorithm is formulated as:
When Cx = 1, the empirical final velocity is updated according to the current average wheel speed, then the RLS-F algorithm is used to generate a new round estimation of , after that, tx,int and ub,0f are reset as zero, and the empirical initial velocity is reset as the current final empirical velocity , preparing for the next round estimation of .The RLS-F algorithm represents the recursive least square algorithm with forgetting factor. In this paper, the RLS-F algorithm is repeatedly used for estimating the parameters with time-invariant or slow time-varying characteristics. In summary, when Cx = 1, the algorithm is formulated as follows: When C x = 0, the timer of t x,int works, and the integral part of Equation (18), noted as u b,0f , accumulates. The estimated biasb x remains the same. The algorithm is formulated as:
When C x = 1, the empirical final velocityû txf is updated according to the current average wheel speed, then the RLS-F algorithm is used to generate a new round estimation ofb x , after that, t x,int and u b,0f are reset as zero, and the empirical initial velocityû tx0 is reset as the current final empirical velocitŷ u txf , preparing for the next round estimation ofb x .The RLS-F algorithm represents the recursive least square algorithm with forgetting factor. In this paper, the RLS-F algorithm is repeatedly used for estimating the parameters with time-invariant or slow time-varying characteristics. In summary, when C x = 1, the algorithm is formulated as follows:
The forgetting factor, the initial bias and its covariance for estimating b x are recommended as:
whereb x,f , P x,f are the final iterative value during the last driving process, which is saved in the flash memory of the VCU every time before switching off. In our study, the values are set asb x,f = 0, P x,f = 0.02 for testing.
It should be emphasized that the updatedb x is timely returned to Equation (7) for improving the estimation accuracy ofˆ. u x on short timescales.
Estimation of the Lateral Acceleration Bias
According to Equations (14)- (16) , every time W y approaches or leaves from zero, the vehicle is at the critical point between straight driving and steering, and the lateral velocity can be reliably estimated as zero. Thus, the difference of the lateral velocity between the adjacent strong DEC point t y0 ,t yf when W y approaches or leaves from zero is approximately zero. Meanwhile, the integral of the estimated varying rate of the lateral velocity within the same time interval [t y0 ,t yf ] can also be recorded by the estimator. We can use the difference between them to estimate the bias of the measured lateral acceleration. The algorithm is deduced as follows:
From the above equation, we get:
The trigger condition for activating a new round of recursive estimation of b y is designed as: where condition |t y − t y,th1 | < ε ty,th represents the instant when the vehicle turns to straight driving from steering, condition t y (k − 1) − t y (k) > t y,th2 represents the instant when the vehicle turns to steering from straight driving. t y,th1 and ε ty,th are small threshold values, t y,th1 is much greater than ε ty,th , and t y,th2 is much greater than t y,th1 . t y,int is the current timer value which records the time range since the last time when the estimation of b y was triggered, t y,th3 represents the least effective integral time range for getting rid of the influence of the lateral measuring noise. The trigger condition (26) for the recursive estimation of b y is further demonstrated by Figure 6. ( ) x0 y,IMU y yf y0ĉ os sin
The trigger condition for activating a new round of recursive estimation of by is designed as: 
where condition |ty − ty,th1| < εty,th represents the instant when the vehicle turns to straight driving from steering, condition ty(k − 1) − ty(k) > ty,th2 represents the instant when the vehicle turns to steering from straight driving. ty,th1 and εty,th are small threshold values, ty,th1 is much greater than εty,th, and ty,th2 is much greater than ty,th1. ty,int is the current timer value which records the time range since the last time when the estimation of by was triggered, ty,th3 represents the least effective integral time range for getting rid of the influence of the lateral measuring noise. The trigger condition (26) for the recursive estimation of by is further demonstrated by Figure 6 . When Cy = 0, the timer of ty,int works, and the integral part of Equation (25), noted as vb,0f, accumulates. The estimated bias remains the same. The algorithm is formulated as: When C y = 0, the timer of t y,int works, and the integral part of Equation (25), noted as v b,0f, accumulates. The estimated biasb y remains the same. The algorithm is formulated as:
When C y = 1, the RLS-F algorithm is activated to generate a new round estimation ofb y , next, t y,int and v b,0f are reset as zero for the next round estimation ofb y . The algorithm is summarized as:
The forgetting factor, the initial bias and its covariance for estimating b y are recommended as: whereb y,f , P y,f are the final iterative value during the last driving process. In our study, the values are set asb y,f = 0, P y,f = 0.02 for testing.
Similar tob x , the updatedb y is timely returned to Equation (7) for improving the estimation accuracy ofˆ. v y on a short timescale.
Carsim-Simulink Co-Simulation Analysis
The Simulation Platform
To evaluate the performance of the proposed estimation algorithm, a simulation platform is established with CarSim combining with Simulink [34], as shown in Figure 7 . The platform includes four subsystems: (1) the vehicle simulation system; (2) the multi-axis IMU sensor simulator; (3) the vehicle velocities estimator; (4) and the estimation results evaluator. The vehicle simulation system is established in CarSim. The demo car is a four-wheelindependently motor-driven electric vehicle, and Table 2 lists the specifications of the simulated electric vehicle. The vehicle follows a specified path with the pre-defined varying target speed, driven by the driver model. In the multi-axis IMU sensor simulator, the ideal IMU signals with the influence of the gravity are extracted from the vehicle simulation system, and reasonable noises and biases are added to these ideal values according to Table 1 for simulating the real sensor signals.
Using the simulated IMU signals, the wheel speeds and the steering wheel angle, the vehicle velocities estimator performs an estimation algorithm fusing with the kinematic integral and the empirical correction on both long and short timescales, which is the focus of this paper. Eventually, the estimated velocities are compared with their reference values to evaluate the algorithm. The parameters related to the estimation algorithm are recommended in Table 3 for the simulated vehicle platform. The only vehicle parameter needed by the estimation algorithm is the effective rolling radius, which is 0.331 m in our case. Figure 7 . The CarSim-Simulink Co-simulation platform. The parameters related to the estimation algorithm are recommended in Table 3 for the simulated vehicle platform. The only vehicle parameter needed by the estimation algorithm is the effective rolling radius, which is 0.331 m in our case. 
Consecutive Double-Lane-Change Test with Varying Speed
A consecutive double-lane-change (DLC) process with varying speed is tested. The initial speed is set as 5 km/h, and a sinewave varying speed with a frequency of 0.5 rad/s, amplitude of 10 km/h and average speed of 40 km/h is designed as the target speed. In addition, the biases of the measured longitudinal and lateral accelerations are set as 0.02 m/s 2 and −0.02 m/s 2 , respectively. The road has a constant gradient of 3 deg, and the adhesion coefficient is set as 0.6. It should be noted that even though a specified road adhesion coefficient is claimed for simulation, the estimation algorithm does not need this information since the algorithm is non-tire-model-based, and the kinematics equations and the driving empirical judgements about the velocities are also independent of the road adhesion condition. Furthermore, no other information, such as the tire-model, the rolling resistance, the air-drag coefficients, and the moment inertia of the wheel, etc. are required, which makes the proposed algorithm practically applicable. The path tracking and speed following results performed by the driver model are shown in Figure 8a ,b, respectively. It is shown that a 7-consecutive DLC process with a sinewave varying speed is perfectly tracked, thus a reasonable driving process is generated for testing the estimation algorithm. driver model are shown in Figure 8a ,b, respectively. It is shown that a 7-consecutive DLC process with a sinewave varying speed is perfectly tracked, thus a reasonable driving process is generated for testing the estimation algorithm. Figure 9a , the longitudinal integral timer accumulates and resets periodically in coordinating with the sine-wave varying speed. The lateral timer accumulates in steering intervals and maintains at zero in straight driving intervals, as formulated by Equation (16) . In Figure 9b , the weighting factors for the DCE indicate the desired correction action for the estimated velocities at appropriate time instants or intervals when the driving empirical judgements hold. In Figure 9b , the trigger coefficients for the ABE are waked up every time when the activation conditions for a new round of estimation of the acceleration biases hold. in straight driving intervals, as formulated by Equation (16) . In Figure 9b , the weighting factors for the DCE indicate the desired correction action for the estimated velocities at appropriate time instants or intervals when the driving empirical judgements hold. In Figure 9b , the trigger coefficients for the ABE are waked up every time when the activation conditions for a new round of estimation of the acceleration biases hold. Figure 9 demonstrates the main intermediate simulation results during the consecutive DLC test. In Figure 9a , the longitudinal integral timer accumulates and resets periodically in coordinating with the sine-wave varying speed. The lateral timer accumulates in steering intervals and maintains at zero in straight driving intervals, as formulated by Equation (16) . In Figure 9b , the weighting factors for the DCE indicate the desired correction action for the estimated velocities at appropriate time instants or intervals when the driving empirical judgements hold. In Figure 9b , the trigger coefficients for the ABE are waked up every time when the activation conditions for a new round of estimation of the acceleration biases hold. Figure 9d shows that the pre-defined longitudinal and lateral biases of the measured accelerations are eventually identified. Due to the initial setting errors, it takes some time for the RLS-F algorithm to converge. After a self-learning process, satisfactory identification accuracy of the acceleration biases are obtained at approximately the end of the third DLC process. Figures 10a,b show the estimation results of the longitudinal and lateral velocities respectively. Estimation results under three kinds of algorithms, including the algorithms with both DEC and ABE, Figure 9d shows that the pre-defined longitudinal and lateral biases of the measured accelerations are eventually identified. Due to the initial setting errors, it takes some time for the RLS-F algorithm to converge. After a self-learning process, satisfactory identification accuracy of the acceleration biases are obtained at approximately the end of the third DLC process. Figure 10a ,b show the estimation results of the longitudinal and lateral velocities respectively. Estimation results under three kinds of algorithms, including the algorithms with both DEC and ABE, with DEC and no ABE, and without both DEC and ABE, are compared with each other. It is shown that, without DEC and ABE, the estimated velocities diverge with the accumulative integral error; with DEC and no ABE, the velocities are accurately estimated when they are strongly corrected by the DEC at appropriate time instants for intervals, however, due to the existence of the acceleration biases, accumulative integral errors still exist between the adjacent strong DEC points or intervals. Most significantly, with both the DEC and the ABE, the estimation errors of the velocities are effectively restricted within a small range on both long and short timescales. 
Ring-Road Test With Varying Curvature and Speed
To further verify the performance of the estimation algorithm in a more general way, a customdefined ring-road test with varying speed is designed. The projection of the ring-road in the X-Y plane is depicted in Figure 11a . The mileage of the ring-road is 2.23 km and the road adhesion coefficient is set as 0.8. In addition, a wide range of curvature is distributed in different sections of the road. Meanwhile, to retain generality, a varying road elevation is added to the road to represent the varying road gradient. The 3D profile and the airview map of the ring-road are shown in Figures  11c,d respectively. The initial speed is set as 5 km/h, and a cosine-wave varying speed with the frequency of 0.3 rad/s, the amplitude of 10 km/h and the average speed of 45 km/h is designed as the target speed, as shown in Figure 11b . The varying range of the speed is deliberately designed for the vehicle to drive through the whole ring-road safely and stably. The acceleration biases are set the same as in Part B. The vehicle drives through the ring-road three times circularly, allowing enough time and distance for the ABE algorithm to converge. 
Ring-Road Test with Varying Curvature and Speed
To further verify the performance of the estimation algorithm in a more general way, a custom-defined ring-road test with varying speed is designed. The projection of the ring-road in the X-Y plane is depicted in Figure 11a . The mileage of the ring-road is 2.23 km and the road adhesion coefficient is set as 0.8. In addition, a wide range of curvature is distributed in different sections of the road. Meanwhile, to retain generality, a varying road elevation is added to the road to represent the varying road gradient. The 3D profile and the airview map of the ring-road are shown in Figure 11c ,d respectively. The initial speed is set as 5 km/h, and a cosine-wave varying speed with the frequency of 0.3 rad/s, the amplitude of 10 km/h and the average speed of 45 km/h is designed as the target speed, as shown in Figure 11b . The varying range of the speed is deliberately designed for the vehicle to drive through the whole ring-road safely and stably. The acceleration biases are set the same as in Part B. The vehicle drives through the ring-road three times circularly, allowing enough time and distance for the ABE algorithm to converge. The estimated accelerations biases and the velocities are shown in Figure 12 . In Figure 12a , the estimated accelerations biases are eventually identified after a self-learning process of about two cycles, and it takes some time for the RLS-F algorithm to converge. The results of the estimated velocities are similar to the results in Part B, without DEC and ABE, great estimation errors are caused by the accumulative integral error, however, the results do not diverge as in Part B, which is caused by the coupling relation between the velocities and the yaw rate in the consecutive circular driving operation; with DEC and no ABE, the estimated velocities are effectively and occasionally corrected by the driving experiences, however, between the adjacent DEC points, the accumulative integral errors still exist due to the acceleration biases. As the result of both DEC and ABE, both at the strong DEC points and in the ordinary integral intervals, the estimation errors of the velocities are restrained at a very low level relative to the other results. In summary, during the ring-road test, the proposed algorithm generates an accurate and reliable estimation of the longitudinal and lateral velocities with the assistance of DEC on long timescale and the ABE on short timescale. The estimated accelerations biases and the velocities are shown in Figure 12 . In Figure 12a , the estimated accelerations biases are eventually identified after a self-learning process of about two cycles, and it takes some time for the RLS-F algorithm to converge. The results of the estimated velocities are similar to the results in Part B, without DEC and ABE, great estimation errors are caused by the accumulative integral error, however, the results do not diverge as in Part B, which is caused by the coupling relation between the velocities and the yaw rate in the consecutive circular driving operation; with DEC and no ABE, the estimated velocities are effectively and occasionally corrected by the driving experiences, however, between the adjacent DEC points, the accumulative integral errors still exist due to the acceleration biases. As the result of both DEC and ABE, both at the strong DEC points and in the ordinary integral intervals, the estimation errors of the velocities are restrained at a very low level relative to the other results. In summary, during the ring-road test, the proposed algorithm generates an accurate and reliable estimation of the longitudinal and lateral velocities with the assistance of DEC on long timescale and the ABE on short timescale. 
Controller-in-the-Loop Test Analysis
To future verify the performance of the proposed estimation algorithm when operating in the VCU under real-time condition, we established the HIL platform for the controller-in-the-loop (CIL) test by combing the rapid prototyping controller, the IPG-RoadBox real-time system, the IPG-CarMaker software(Version 6.0.3, IPG Automotive GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) environment and the Simulink RTW Coder tools, as shown in Figure 13 . Currently, lots of research work have been done about establishing the co-simulation platform considering the traffic flow for automated driving testing purposes [35] . In our HIL co-simulation platform, the IPG-Xpack4 RoadBox severs as the real-time simulation hardware for driver-vehicle-environment model; The CarMaker HIL upper device severs as The RapidECU Prototyping Controller is equipped with an automotive-level micro processing chip (MPC5644), and it serves as the data collection and calculation platform for the proposed estimation algorithm; The RapidECU upper device provides the user interface for the coding, complying, monitoring and calibrating of the proposed estimation algorithm. The measured signals of the Multi-axis IMU and the wheel speeds are transmitted from the IPG-Xpack4 RoadBox to the RapidECU Prototyping Controller via CAN bus with a period of 20 ms, and the steering wheel angle is transmitted via the analog-digital IO interface with the sampling rate of 5 ms. 
To future verify the performance of the proposed estimation algorithm when operating in the VCU under real-time condition, we established the HIL platform for the controller-in-the-loop (CIL) test by combing the rapid prototyping controller, the IPG-RoadBox real-time system, the IPG-CarMaker software(Version 6.0.3, IPG Automotive GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) environment and the Simulink RTW Coder tools, as shown in Figure 13 . Currently, lots of research work have been done about establishing the co-simulation platform considering the traffic flow for automated driving testing purposes [35] . In our HIL co-simulation platform, the IPG-Xpack4 RoadBox severs as the realtime simulation hardware for driver-vehicle-environment model; The CarMaker HIL upper device severs as The RapidECU Prototyping Controller is equipped with an automotive-level micro processing chip (MPC5644), and it serves as the data collection and calculation platform for the proposed estimation algorithm; The RapidECU upper device provides the user interface for the coding, complying, monitoring and calibrating of the proposed estimation algorithm. The measured signals of the Multi-axis IMU and the wheel speeds are transmitted from the IPG-Xpack4 RoadBox to the RapidECU Prototyping Controller via CAN bus with a period of 20 ms, and the steering wheel angle is transmitted via the analog-digital IO interface with the sampling rate of 5 ms. Figure 13 . The HIL platform for the CIL test.
An example mountain-road driving environment provided by the IPG-CarMaker's demo library is chosen as the CIL test condition. The driver model maintains the global cruising speed of the 60 km/h when driving straightly and adjusts the driving speed according to the local road curvature when steering for safety. Figures 14a,b show the global 2D aerial view and the local 3D road condition of the mountain road respectively. The road data is constructed according to the high-precision satellite map of a certain real place. The simulation time is 500 s, and the total simulated driving mileage is 7.3 km. The whole driving process covers a wide range of driving maneuvers, such as straight driving, uphill and downhill driving, rapid turning with large and small curvatures, rapid acceleration and deceleration, etc. The performance of the estimation algorithm under such driving condition is more representative and persuasive. The longitudinal and lateral measured acceleration biases are set as 0.02 m/s 2 and −0.015 m/s 2 , respectively. An example mountain-road driving environment provided by the IPG-CarMaker's demo library is chosen as the CIL test condition. The driver model maintains the global cruising speed of the 60 km/h when driving straightly and adjusts the driving speed according to the local road curvature when steering for safety. Figure 14a ,b show the global 2D aerial view and the local 3D road condition of the mountain road respectively. The road data is constructed according to the high-precision satellite map of a certain real place. The simulation time is 500 s, and the total simulated driving mileage is 7.3 km. The whole driving process covers a wide range of driving maneuvers, such as straight driving, uphill and downhill driving, rapid turning with large and small curvatures, rapid acceleration and deceleration, etc. The performance of the estimation algorithm under such driving condition is more representative and persuasive. The longitudinal and lateral measured acceleration biases are set as 0.02 m/s 2 and −0.015 m/s 2 , respectively. Figure 15 shows the identified acceleration biases and the estimated longitudinal and lateral velocities in the complex mountain-road driving condition. Figure 15a shows that within the first 100 s, the estimated longitudinal and lateral acceleration biases are updated 4 times and 3 times respectively, and the preset reference values are eventually identified. Figure 15b shows that the vehicle maintains a global cruising speed of 60 km/h, and the driver reduces the speed when turning at a different road curve if necessary, and the minimum speed reached is below 20 km/h. When the biases of the accelerations are not effectively identified in the beginning stage, a considerable integral error exists in the estimated longitudinal velocity, but at the critical point between accelerating and decelerating, the estimated longitudinal velocity is effectively corrected based on the average wheel speed. Figure  15c shows that the estimated lateral velocity is also affected by the unidentified acceleration biases in the initial stage. With the accuracy of the identified acceleration biases are improved after 100 s, the accuracy of the estimated lateral velocity is synchronously improved. In addition, when the lateral velocity is small, the relative error of the estimation results is greater because of the low signal-noise ratio of the IMU signals. However, when the empirical straight driving condition (Wy = 0) holds, the estimated lateral velocity is corrected to zero, which eliminates the accumulation error caused by kinematic integral. To sum up, the CIL test shows that within the 7.3 km driving mileage, the measuring acceleration biases are effectively identified; the relative estimation error of the longitudinal velocity is constrained within 2%; and the estimation error of the lateral velocity is less than 0.5 km/h. Figure 15 shows the identified acceleration biases and the estimated longitudinal and lateral velocities in the complex mountain-road driving condition. Figure 15a shows that within the first 100 s, the estimated longitudinal and lateral acceleration biases are updated 4 times and 3 times respectively, and the preset reference values are eventually identified. Figure 15b shows that the vehicle maintains a global cruising speed of 60 km/h, and the driver reduces the speed when turning at a different road curve if necessary, and the minimum speed reached is below 20 km/h. When the biases of the accelerations are not effectively identified in the beginning stage, a considerable integral error exists in the estimated longitudinal velocity, but at the critical point between accelerating and decelerating, the estimated longitudinal velocity is effectively corrected based on the average wheel speed. Figure 15c shows that the estimated lateral velocity is also affected by the unidentified acceleration biases in the initial stage. With the accuracy of the identified acceleration biases are improved after 100 s, the accuracy of the estimated lateral velocity is synchronously improved. In addition, when the lateral velocity is small, the relative error of the estimation results is greater because of the low signal-noise ratio of the IMU signals. However, when the empirical straight driving condition (W y = 0) holds, the estimated lateral velocity is corrected to zero, which eliminates the accumulation error caused by kinematic integral. To sum up, the CIL test shows that within the 7.3 km driving mileage, the measuring acceleration biases are effectively identified; the relative estimation error of the longitudinal velocity is constrained within 2%; and the estimation error of the lateral velocity is less than 0.5 km/h. 
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Conclusions
An estimation method for the longitudinal and lateral vehicle velocities fusing with kinematic integral and empirical correction on multi-timescales is proposed. The algorithm needs only a lowcost multi-axis IMU sensor, wheel speed encoders, a steering wheel angle sensor and the effective rolling radius. The algorithm is practical since it is non-tire-model-based and no other unavailable signals or frequently changeable model parameters are required. Two reliable judgements about the longitudinal and lateral velocities are extracted from the available signals, which performs good empirical correction for the accumulative integral errors of the kinematics equations on long timescale. Furthermore, the biases of the measured accelerations are also estimated recursively by comparing the integral of the measured accelerations with the difference of the estimated velocities between the adjacent strong DEC instants, which corrects integral error of kinematic equations on short timescale. The algorithm provides accurate and reliable vehicle velocities estimation results, 
An estimation method for the longitudinal and lateral vehicle velocities fusing with kinematic integral and empirical correction on multi-timescales is proposed. The algorithm needs only a low-cost multi-axis IMU sensor, wheel speed encoders, a steering wheel angle sensor and the effective rolling radius. The algorithm is practical since it is non-tire-model-based and no other unavailable signals or frequently changeable model parameters are required. Two reliable judgements about the longitudinal and lateral velocities are extracted from the available signals, which performs good empirical correction for the accumulative integral errors of the kinematics equations on long timescale. Furthermore, the biases of the measured accelerations are also estimated recursively by comparing the integral of the measured accelerations with the difference of the estimated velocities between the adjacent strong DEC instants, which corrects integral error of kinematic equations on short timescale. The algorithm provides accurate and reliable vehicle velocities estimation results, which is particularly meaningful for developing the advanced vehicles control systems for electric vehicles and autonomous vehicles.
To verify the performance of the estimation algorithm, a consecutive DLC test and a ring-road test with varying speed are simulated by the CarSim-Simulink co-simulation, and a complex mountain-road test is carried out by the controller-in-the-loop test under CarMaker-RoadBox environment. A four-wheel-independently motor-driven electric vehicle is chosen as the test platform. The results show that with the integration of the DEC on long timescale and the ABE on short timescale, the identified measuring acceleration biases converge to their preset values within finite time, and the relative estimation error of the longitudinal velocity and the absolute estimation error of the lateral velocity are restrained within 2% and 0.5 km/h, respectively. 
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